) with
Palmyrene Aramaic phil and Arabic fabid, both referring to tribal groups (a nuance derived from an original meaning "thigh"), proposed by Albright in 1946,l was the subject of three independent refutations published in the spring of 1972.9 In the intervening quarter-century the suggestion had been widely and-in view of the unusual phonetic correspondence which it supposed ( * / d l > ( H e b r e~) / d /~) accepted; and in at least one case the -uncritically proposed meaning of pahad was extended to other passages as well. The recent undermining of that extension has prompted the following note.
The passage where I propose to restore a Hebrew *p6har4 is Ps 64:2b, mphd 'zuyb t!r hyy, usually translated, "preserve my life from fear of the enemy," or the like: with the phrase "fear of the enemy" taken to refer to "the alarm which he excite^."^ The meaning of the translation in context is expressed aptly by A. Weiser: Knowing to what a high degree fear is able to deprive man of all clear thought and sound judgement, he first of all asks God to deliver him from the terror which his enemies strike into his heart."
By itself this meaning appears sensible, and the phrase has accordingly provoked little comment over the centurie~.~ BH3 reports no variant readings in the versions and manuscripts. The ancient versions felt no need to paraphrase, nor do the medieval, nor most of the modern commentaries pay any attention to it. Only in modern times do a few scholars appear to have sensed a difficulty in the clause 2b thus understood, apparently considering it an exaggeration for the psalmist to consider his life endangered ("preserve my life") by his fear. Such a consideration appears to underlie translations of phd ' zuyb as "the dread enemy"" or the "danger of the enemy."1° But not everyone will grant that this difficulty is real, since exaggeration might be expected in an individual lament.ll
But another problem appears when the clause is considered in relation to its context, for vs. 2b appears to stand in synonomous parallelism to vs. 3: tstyrlzy mswd mrCym // mrgSt pwCly 'wlz, "Shelter me from the council of the wicked, from the gathering of evildoers."12 Both the verbal idea "protect me" and the object "from the X of the wicked" are present in vss. 2b and 3a, and the latter in vs. 3b as well. What disturbs the otherwise complete synonymy of the three clauses is the position of phd, "fear," in apparent parallelism with two nouns SO Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 19061 1. 77, 79) , though many preceded them in recognizing the basic meanings "council, group," in swd and rgJh.
meaning basically "council, group," rwd and rgib.l3 To remove this difficulty, one is led to seek a similar meaning for phd as well, a solution which would simultaneously obviate the earlier one.
M. Dahood attempted this in a way which is consistent with his general approach, retaining the MT and seeking a fitting cognate elsewhere in the Semitic languages. H e translated phd as "pack" and adduced "Ugar. phd, 'flock'; Palmyrene pahdz, 'family, clan, tribe,"' citing Albright's suggestion of 1946.14 Now that the latter has been refuted, Dahood's view is left without etymological basis. Yet the parallelism seems to demand the meaning "company," and it remains to be seen whether this meaning can be obtained in a more defensible way.
The solution in my view is to emend phd to *phr, cognate to Canaanite pEr/ mp&, and Akkadian puhrzl, all meaning "assembly, gathering."l"n the handful of examples at our disposal from the oldest Northwest Semitic sources, use of the term is restricted to the divine assembly, but in Akkadian and Syriac the usage is broader. In Syriac puhrz is used for one partic~~lar type of gathering, a banquet, rendering Greek uvpado~ovin Ben Sira 31:31.I"n Akkadian the term is used not only for other types of assembly or gathering (judicial, ghosts), but also comes to mean simply "totality, all."I7 In one lexical text pahw niii, "gathering of men," is given as the definition of urnm2nu,l8 a term used for such groups as an army, a work crew, or a mob. In a prayerl%ot unlike Ps 64:1-2, Assurbanipal entreats the god Nab6: "May [the company ( ? ) of] my [ill-]wishers ( TpuEzlr bndd]dn2.i'a20) not continually threaten my life," and implores him not to "abandon me in the company of my ill-wishers (pabur badda"nG'a), nor abandon my life in the company of my adversaries (puhur 621 ~assia)."" Gathering for inimical purposes is expressed by the verb (pahrzi-ma) in another Akkadian individual lament.22
The suggested emendation *phr is graphically unobjectionable, since the similarity of daleth and rei often led to their erroneous i n t e r~h a n g e .~~ Idiomatically, the restored phrase is consistent with several others referring to evildoers in groups (some of the terms mean "council"), such as swd mrcynz and rgit pwCly 'wn in the following verse, rnwjb l~y m (Ps 1: I ) , Cdt mrCym (22: 17), qhl mrCym (26:5), Cdt Crysynz (86: 14), hmwn Cry~ym (Isa 29:5).
With the joining of vs. 2b to 3, vs. 2a ("Hear, 0 God, my voice in my distress!") is set off as a brief introductory address, such as one finds in a few other psalms. Psalm 109, for example, begins: "God of my praise, do not be silent!"24 This is not the first attempt to restore "phr, "company," in biblical Hebrew.25 Dahood sought to identify a verbal cognate of the root 'phr, "gather," in bhr (1/'1), allegedly "join (with), associate (with)," in 1 Sam 20:30 and Eccl 9:4a.20 But this ignores the semantic distinction between "join oneself with" (expressed by e.g., nwsp C1 in Exod 1:lO and '/hthbr Cm in 2 Chr 20:35, 37) and phr, "gather," which always takes a multiple subject (when intransitive) or object (when transitive). Restoration of the noun itself was contemplated by I. L. Seeligmannx in Deut 33: 3 where for 'p bbb Cmym of the MT he considered a reading l'pyw phr 'lym, "a congregation of gods goes before him." In view of the parallel k1 qdiyrn, "all his holy beings," such a meaning, as widely recognized, is called for (Cmym is a substitute for 'lym, as Seeligmann noted). However, Seeligmann himself did "not profess to know the original word obscured by hbb," and numerous ocher suggestions have been made for obtaining the requisite meaning.28
A clearer case was made by H. L. Ginsberg for Isa 14:13. There he emended bhr mwcd, "on the mount of assembly," to b<p>hr mwcd, "in the assembled company [of the gods]," on the basis of Ugaritic phr mcd in a similar mythological context.z9
It is no source of comfort that all attempts to recover a Hebrew noun "phr, "company," to date, including the present one, have involved emendation. How- 137: 14, 16-17, 20, 31. ever, the use of Ugaritic as a text-critical tool for just such a purpose is wellestablished,3O and in our case the demands of parallelism seem clear enough, and the emendation so negligible, as to justify confidence in the proposal.
That the same emendation should be made in the other passages in which
Dahood rendered phd as "pack or the like is unlikely. Dahood's list includes ten cases,3l and several further examples virtually identical to his could be added.32
In these passages the noun phd refers to something from which one flees or must be protected by sword, or which has a sound, or to some similar phenomenon more concrete than fear. Ought we to read in these cases, too, "phr, "company," with the nuance of "mob, gang," or the like? On methodological grounds alone one hesitates to assume that the same scribal error occurred so often, especially since a contributory factor in such an error would presumably have been the word's rarity.33 One may, however, grant that a word which occurred more than a dozen times in the Bible may occasionally have gone unrecognized by a scribe.34 It is also true that the meanings suggested by Dahood ("nighttime pack," "sudden pack") are intrinsically plausible, and can even be shown, on the basis of semantic parallel^,^^ to have existed as motifs in biblical literature. But this is no argument for their presence in the verses in question, not only because there are equally convincing semantic parallels to the meanings previously seen in these passages operating with the trans- "Terrifying dreams at night: Job 4 : 13-14; 7 :13-14; 33 :14-16; note that corresponding to Ps 91: 5 phd / / hs is Job 6:4 hsy // bcurty; cf. also Akkadian pulubtu Sa libti, "terror of the night" (E. Ebeling, Die akkadische Gebetsserie "Halzderhebung" [Berlin: AkademieVerlag, 19531 4 0 : l l ) and seeing fear and terror at night (passages cited in CAD G, 72b); sudden fright and calamity; Jer 15:8; Prov 6:15; 24:22. For the meaning of "calamity" or "danger," see n. 39 below. ation requires the meaning "company, mob, pack," or the like.37 None is marked by parallelism or other contextual features so suggestive as those in Ps 64:2-3. Some, in fact, are associated contextually with fear,3%nd for others, the meanings "object of dread" and/or "danger" are well-enough established as meanings of phd 39 to obviate the need for a meaning "company."40
In sum, we have argued on the basis of parallelism that phd in Ps 64:2b should be emended to "phr, and the stich be translated thus: "Save my life from the company [i.e., council, gang, or the like] of the enemy." Only in Ps 64:2b can a strong case be made for this emendation. Together with its only other plausible occurrence known to date, Isa 14: 13, *phr has now been found twice in biblical Hebrew. While one would wish for the additional confidence inspired by more examples, they do not seem available; " f h r will have to be considered a rare word in Hebrew, like several other words recovered by emendation with the help of the cognate languages and which were until recently misunderstood. [New Brunswick: Rutgers, 19711 2. 224-33 . Contrast E. A. Speiser, Genesis [AB 1; Garden City: Doubleday, 19641 XLVIII-LII.) Swearing by a group of gods is widely attested, and references to a group of gods, not only a single god, as "the gods of so-and-so," are also found, some of them referring to "god(s) of the father" as in Genesis 31 ( C A D I/J, 94 sub ( b ) 1' and especially 95 sub 4'). But when referring to gods, phr / puhru is a formal concept meaning "assembly, pantheon," and the association of an assembly with a single individual would, to my knowledge, be anomalous. All this is, in fact, idle speculation, since "fear" as an epithet for a deity is unexceptional. Hillers cites Syr. deb12 ("Pahad Yishiq," 9 2 ) . The same usage is attested in Heb. mdr2' and yir'zh (in rabbinic Heb.; noted by A. Kahana, Peruj MadaCi on Genesis [Zitomir:
A. Kahana, 19041 9 5 ) . " I have in mind words such as bsqln (U. Cassuto, "Daniel e le spighe: Un episodio della tavola I D di Ras Shamra," Or 8 [I9391 242), sps(y)g ( H . L. Ginsberg, "The North Canaanite Myth of Anath and Aqhat," BASOR 98 [I9451 21 n. 5 5 ) , and irc (H. L. Ginsberg, "A Ugaritic Parallel to 2 Sam 1:21," JBL 57 [I9381 209-13), none of which has been located more than once in the Hebrew Bible, but nevertheless command widespread assent.
